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because the devil has gone down to you filled with fury  (Rev 12,12) This
mighty rage is burning in Lucifer because he knows he is unable to harm
GOD. With this anger and hatred he is aiming at the children of GOD. He
tempts them with all his possibilities in order to draw them to him down into
hell. That is horrific!

The Heavenly Army Commander
There is no earthly comparison for the appearance of saint Michael. Never
have I seen a man, an army commander on earth, who in such a powerful
way possesses the strength of GOD, who is able to defeat all hell with a single
breath from his mouth, and yet radiates such goodness, such humility. Saint
Joseph has something similar about him, he is the terror of the evil spirits,
yet not in army commander fashion.  If only you could experience how in
Heaven the feast day of the Prince Archangel is celebrated. If you could see
saint Michael, you would believe to have seen GOD. And this mighty one
kneels here at the Holy Consecration at the altar in adoration of GOD in the
Most Blessed Sacrament. An incredibly exalted posture.  Come, let us adore
and kneel before the LORD ...

Sermon of 22 April 2007

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Saint Michael

My beloved, the day will come when Saint Michael will rise against Satan.
How much has the Church sunk in a short period of time. Almost from
one day to the next the whole Church  from Rome to the smallest mountain village  was shrouded in Satans smoke. This smoke smothered the
love of GOD with very few exceptions. No work of man, however ingenious
it may be, could achieve this. The strategy and power of Satan lies behind
it. For saint Michael it is, nonetheless, no hard fight when putting a stop
to these dark activities of the Evil One and bringing about a change.
We ought to know, Lucifer was once the greatest Angel in Heaven  he
was the Angel of light. Now he is the opposite: the angel of darkness! All
his power and strength will now through men be directed against GOD.
Saint Michael will also at the end of the world rise against Lucifer, when
Lucifer, embodied in the Antichrist, will, triumphing in his pride, stagemanage a quasi-ascension. But on high saint Michael will be ready. He
does not draw his sword but only breathes on him. This breath will send
him toppling into hell for good and for ever.

They Triumphed Over Him by the Blood of the Lamb
I know that a case is made for the thesis that the devils will at long last
become converted and go to Heaven. My beloved, if that should be the
case, then CHRISTs sacrifice of the cross would not have been necessary.
Sacred Scripture says: They triumphed over him by the blood of the Lamb
 (Rev 12,11) The Angels who rose against GOD were given the grace
to recognize their mistake. Merely going down on their knees before
GOD, a token of humility would have been needed and they would have
been forgiven. But their pride would not allow it and so they plunged into
hell for ever: The great dragon was hurled down, that ancient serpent
called the devil or Satan  (Rev 12,9) But woe to the earth and the sea;
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